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SANNA Chairman’s Message
September 2018
Spring is nearly here and most of us have been looking forward to the warmer weather.
Our naturist lifestyle always goes into hibernation during winter but in Spring we get back
to normal again, we are then able to sleep, tan and swim in our birthday suits.
Our once lovely tanned bodies, during winter, become pale and we all look a bit unhealthy.
We then spend time in the sun and some of us turn brown whereas some of us turn red
like a turkey and then the skin peels. My advice is to take it easy in September, start
tanning between 10h00 and 12h00 and stay out of the sun between 12h00 and 14h00.
I think that a nicely tanned body looks healthy and all the naturists that I know do not like
those white areas caused by swimming costumes. Naturists sometimes spend a holiday at
a textile beach or a textile resort with family and then they cannot wait to spend time in the
sun without any clothing so that they can get rid of those horrible white areas. An All-Over
Tan is so nice! Spring is here at long last and naturists are smiling again.
Winter brought some much-needed rain to the Western Cape so our friends from Cape
Town are relieved that the drought has been broken. This year we will have a record
amount of Western Cape Naturists attending the GNA BIG BASH at SunEden. The 33
Stormer fans will be booking a whole coach on the train and GNA will fetch them from the
Gautrain Hatfield station once again. GNA will supply them with tents and mattresses,
chairs, crockery and cutlery and showers with water.
This year, we will have the honour to host the chairmen of the three established naturist
association, WCNA, KZNNA and GNA and they will be attending a SANNA strategic
planning meeting on the Monday together with some of the various Management
Committee members. We will be looking at where we have been, where we are now and
what are the plans for the future. WCNA is 10 years old, GNA is 5 years old and KZNNA is
4 years old and we are proud of our achievements so far.
I expect another one Provincial Naturist Association to be established per year in the next
4 years so North West, Limpopo, Mpumalanga and Eastern Cape will compete with each
other. They each already have between 15 and 25 members who are paid-up members of
SANNA associations. Two provinces have between 20 and 25 so they are doing well. We
now need members in those provinces to put their hands up to become Management
Committee members if those associations are established. Please contact me if you are
interested in serving on a committee in those provinces.
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I would like to take this opportunity to wish Christo and Lana, the SANNA Vice Chairman
and SANNA Secretary, all the best when they attend the 2018 INF Congress in Portugal in
October. They will be representing SANNA. They will also be canvassing to have the 2026
INF Congress at SunEden in South Africa. It can only be held outside Europe every 10
years and the 2016 INF Congress was held in New Zealand so we will be pitching for the
2026 INF Congress to be held in SA. The decision will not be made this year but it is
important that we gather support. Good luck Christo and Lana!
In conclusion I would like to thank all the hard-working SANNA Management Committee
members for their dedication to a cause that is very important to all of us.
Lofty Lutge
SANNA Chairman
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Naturist Contact Details
(NOT ALL OF THESE ARE MEMBERS OF SANNA)
NATURIST ASSOCIATIONS
Organisation / Province
Chairperson / Contact
E-mail
Person
South African National
Lofty
chairman@sanna.org.za
Naturist Association
(SANNA)
Western Cape Naturist
Louis
chairman@wcna.org.za
Association (WCNA)
Gauteng Naturist
Lofty
chairman@gna.org.za
Association (GNA)
Kwa Zulu Natal Naturist
Christo
chairman@kznna.org.za
Association (KZNNA)
North West Naturist
Lofty
chairman@sanna.org.za
Association (NWNA)
Mpumalanga
Lofty
chairman@sanna.org.za
Free State
Christo
chairman@kznna.org.za
Eastern Cape
Chris
chriselliott@webmail.co.za
Limpopo
Lofty
chairman@sanna.org.za
Northern Cape
Louis
chairman@wcna.org.za
Establishment
Harmony Nature Farm
Kiepersolkloof Naturist
Resort
Sun Eden Naturist Resort
Establishment
Sun Kissed Villas,
Houtbay
Bare Necessities,
Swellendam
Butt Nothing, Port
Elizabeth
The Hooting Owl, Marina
Beach
Impenjati Backpackers,
Palm Beach
Belle Isle B&B,
Trafalgar

NATURIST RESORTS
Contact Person

E-mail

Contact
Number
082 895 4711
072 804 3620
082 895 4711
073 178 0779
082 895 4711
082 895 4711
073 178 0779
082 864 2427
082 895 4711
072 804 3620

Pieter Myburgh
Derek Le Roux,

pietermyburgh32@yahoo.com
djlrjd@gmail.com

Contact
Number
074 185 7630
079 108 2785

Maria or Kathy

reception@suneden.com

071 658 0165

NATURIST FRIENDLY ESTABLISHMENTS
Contact Person
E-mail

Contact
Number

Charl

gnatural@iafrica.com

Neels

notneels@gmail.com

082 567 1816

Gaynor

info@buttnothing.co.za

083 485 6093

John

stay@thehootingowl.co.za

082 408 3519

Gordon

mpenjatibackpackers@gmail.com 061 406 9860

Neville

neville@nctec.co.za
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Eden Naturist Villa
Salt Rock

Ron/Mary

admin@edennaturistvilla.com
ronsal2324@gmail.com

Palm Beach Chalets
Palm Beach
Big Tree Cabins &
Camping Ramsgate
Skilpad Inn
Pretoria
Bird of Paradise
Vanderbijlpark

John/Mandy

082 905 9630
039 313 7533

Norman/Anel

4anellandman@gmial.com

082 904 5516

Harry

naturiststaypretoria@gmail.com

076 532 2786

Deon/Dave

dd.cascades@gmail.com

083 331 7779
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Message from the incoming GNA Chairman
Winter is over. Finally.
As we head into Spring, Naturists are resurfacing. Most of us have been bundled up in
layers of really uncomfortable and really unnecessary clothing (yuck!). Our moments of
nakedness have consisted of quick darts between a hot shower and a warm and inviting
bed.
So, as we steadily come out of our slumber while the temperatures are rising, we look
forward to sunny days by the pool, around the braai, camping, gardening and just walking
around the house. Clad in nothing more than the suits we were given at birth.
While many of us felt the growing pinch of clothes over our ever-expanding waistlines
during the winter, we disregarded it. We knew that the day will come again where we can
cast off the shackles off textiles and be welcomed into the arms of acceptance.
While our bodies were occupied with the fight against clothing, our minds were at rest.
Introspection occupied a great deal of our time during the cold winter days and colder
winter nights, when socialising outside was not really our main priority.
And during this time, the question comes up. Why? Why do we miss it so much?
Yes, there is an absolute longing to be free of our clothes, especially during winter.
But WHY?
This is where I actually begin. Why are we naturists? We all got involved in naturism in
various ways, and for various reasons. Some of us dived right in, some of us took little
steps, starting in our rooms after the shower, sleeping naked, venturing further and further
into the house, the garden and eventually ended up with like-minded people around a
braai by a pool.
Can you remember why you started? Can you remember how you started? Has this
become so second nature to you, that you can’t really recall your reasons?
Or have they changed during the years?
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If a textile asks you the question: “But WHY?” What do you answer? Is it a heartfelt
response, or is it reciting what you read somewhere on the internet why “people” are
naturists?

Whether we like it or not; whether we want to accept the responsibility or not, we are the
future of naturism.
What we do today, how we carry ourselves today, present a window to the world what it is
like to be a naturist.
Sadly, the world is less than forgiving. To society, nudity is a foreign concept, handed
down through generations and millennia. After all, the human body should be covered at
all times. It is shameful to be comfortable in your body, no matter how it looks. Modesty is
a quality to be coveted. This is from a society where language and violence are
acceptable on TV, in movies and in the games the children play.
Nudity makes them uncomfortable, since they have to look you in the eyes when they talk
to you. They look into a mirror of their own imperfections when they sit across from you.
They are completely at a loss how to judge you.
How can they? They have no idea what clothes you wear, how expensive it is, what kind
of car you drive, what house you live in. Commonly accepted social standards of
measuring your worth, are not available.
BUT I CAN’T JUDGE YOU!!!!
Instead I’m faced with a human being. Who I have to look in the eyes and interact with.
AND I have no pre-conceived notions about them. The HORROR!!!!!
Society as a whole, may have lost the insight and skill to actually interact with people.
Take it from me – try telling someone that you are not on Facebook. More often than not I
get the response: “But you don’t EXIST!”. Yeah, actually I do.
And the same is true for naturists. I’m truly hoping that we are aware of the fact, that
people exist outside of preconceived notions.
But I digress. Back to the actual point.
We ARE the future of naturism. We are the reason why naturism will be practiced by
future generations or whether naturism will die out completely.
On a daily basis - in our regular lives, at naturist events, on a naturist getaway - we lead by
example, and show, not only textiles but also fellow naturists, as well as the young future
naturists, what the good qualities of naturism are. But I plead with you, please take note,
that we also can show so easily, what the bad qualities of naturism are.
And this is why I encourage you to introspection, heading into a brand new season.
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WHY?
Why did you start on this path, in this lifestyle? More importantly, why are you continuing
as a naturist?
I am not going to delve into the various reasons the literature and the internet give us.
Health, freedom, closer to nature, etc. The reasons the internet and literature give us,
really does not concern me at all.
What does concern me, is you. Reasons are personal, not found somewhere from an
outside source.
What does concern me, is the future. The future of Naturism, our future and the future of
our children in this incredible lifestyle.
We don’t have to do something special to ensure this.
We just have to look inward, decide why we are naturists, and LIVE it. And through living
it we lead by example and ensure a legacy our children will be proud of.
Live Responsibly, Live with Honour, Live Naked.
Frans
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GNA EVENTS 2018
1st September: SunEden Skinny Dip and Pool Party
21st to 24th September: GNA Big Bash – Beerfest at SunEden
29th September: SunEden Back to the 80’s Party
5th to 7th October: GNA Weekend at Chinaka Lodge, Vivo in Limpopo
13th October: SunEden Oysters, Champagne, Jazz for Lunch and Games Evening in
the Bar
27th October: SunEden Halloween Party
2nd to 4th November: GNA Weekend at Troutways, Waterval Bowen
17th November: SunEden Textile Optional Weekend
24th November: SunEden Medieval Party
7th to 9th December: GNA Camping Weekend at Kiepersolkloof
31th December: SunEden There’s a Rumble in the Jungle Party
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News from Eastern Cape
Irish Visit
On a recent visit to Ireland in June, I decided to pay a visit to the newly proclaimed naturist
beach at Hawk Cliff near Dalkey, south of Dublin. This is what The Irish Times had to say:
“Monday, March 26, 2018 - 05:30 PM
Ireland is to get its first official nudist beach.
Public notices are set to go up at Hawk Cliff in Dalkey in County Dublin next month, but
there has been a mixed reaction to the news.
Some of the concerns include the suitability for children and that it may attract anti-social
behaviour.”
Karen and I set off in her little car and found our way to Dalkey. It was a nice warm
summer’s day as Ireland was experiencing a bit of a heatwave while I was there. The
immediate problem was to find parking near the beach, but we did find a suitable spot not
too far off from the beach. There were no signposts or public notices indicating where to
find Hawk Cliff. I later found out that, due to objections, the status of the beach was not
advertised. After a short walk we found the path down the cliff, over the railway line, to the
beach.

I really did not know what to expect but was rather surprised at what we found at the
bottom of the path.
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Hawk Cliff is a rocky platform at the bottom of the stairs, and it was crowded with students
as it was holiday time. Among all the clothed young people enjoying the sunshine and
swimming in the water were a few naturists working on their tans. Everyone was quite at
ease. It seemed to be a very happy co-existence. I must admit that I felt that there were
too many clothed people there for me to feel comfortable in undressing, although the
regulars were not in the least bit perturbed.
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I really do appreciate the many kilometres of unspoilt coastline and sunny weather that we
take for granted here in South Africa.
Chris Elliott.
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News from KZNNA – Christo
Greetings from KZNNA, where winter is only affecting half of us. The inland and berg is
usually freezing during winter, and this year was no exception. The coastal region is
usually more pleasant as the Gautengers usually flock to the warmer coast. The place to
go for a nice holiday with the family, BUT also nice Naturist weather.

This was an exceptional cold winter and KZNNA was not that active. We had a nice day
outing just before the cold hit us. On 20 May we had a leisurely day at Ron and Marie’s
place in Salt Rock. There was a good turnout of our members and all enjoyed the day.
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Women discussing CURRENT affairs…
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The one that got away was this big…

Our surprised GUEST…

Everybody enjoying the day

The meat was done by the Braai masters…

The BRAAI MASTERS.
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This was an awesome day with naturist friends at a beautiful venue.

”It's

just too hot to wear clothes today," said Jack as he stepped out of the shower.
"Honey, what do you think the neighbours would think if I mowed the lawn like this?"
The wife replied, "Probably that I married you for your money."
Do you Take This Man?
The marriage ceremony was being held at the nudist colony. The minister asked the
bride, "Do you take this man? The bride-to-be said, "Well, if I had a choice, there's a
guy in the second row…"
Nudist Pin
The other day I came across a button/pin from the South African National Naturist
Association, extolling the virtues of nudism. I just want to know, where would a nudist
*put* such a pin?
Retiring Flasher
Did you hear about the flasher who was thinking of retiring? He decided to stick it
out for one more year!
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Streaking
Two old ladies were walking in the park. The first old lady said, "I might as well die
now, I've done everything and there is nothing left to live for." The second old lady
said " I know something you haven't done. It's called streaking." First old lady
"Streaking? I've never heard of that." Second old lady "you go behind this bush and
take off all your clothes and I'll take them across the park and when I give you the
high sign, you take off and run naked through the park". First old lady "well, I've
never done that before so OK." They do that and the second old lady gets across the
park and gives the high sign and the first old lady dashes out and runs through the
park. She passes two old men on a park bench. First old man: "What was that?"
Second old man, "I don't know but it sure needed ironing."
Go To Work Naked
Best Reasons Why To Go To Work Naked:
1. Your boss is always yelling, "I wanna see your ass in here by 8:00!"
2. Inventive way to finally meet that special person in Human Resources.
3. "I'd love to chip in, but I left my wallet in my pants."
4. You want to see if it's like the dream.
5. People stop stealing your pens after they've seen where you keep them.
6. No one ever steals your chair.
Merry Christmas!
I was taking a shower when my 2-year-old son came into the bathroom and wrapped
himself in toilet paper. Although he made a mess, he looked adorable, so I ran for my
camera and took a few shots. They came out so well that I had copies made and
included one with each of our Christmas cards. Days later, a relative called about the
picture, laughing hysterically and suggesting I take a closer look. Puzzled, I stared at
the photo and was shocked to discover that in addition to my son, I had captured my
reflection in the mirror...wearing nothing but a camera!
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I've never been to Portugal, but Seal's prose and recipes took me there, and I was thrilled
to read that in addition to the chorizo pâté and the salt cod croquettes, the pork with clams
and the chicken pies, she found a Portuguese love for broad beans, pumpkin, chickpeas —
and this traditional soup. She writes that some families add small pasta or barley to make
it even heartier, but I wanted to keep it as simple as possible. Simple it is: You cook the
aromatics and roots in broth, puree, add a little butter for richness, and fold in the chopped
watercress. The result is silky and mild, with little bursts of peppery flavor from the greens.
This simple Portuguese soup will perk up your cold-weather doldrums

Watercress Soup; see recipe, below. (Deb Lindsey/For The Washington Post)
For decades, vegetarians have looked to global cuisines for inspiration.
The pioneer was Anna Thomas, author of "The Vegetarian Epicure," a 1972 bestseller. As
Jonathan Kauffman writes in his captivating new book, "Hippie Food," at a time when much
vegetarian food was brown-on-brown, Thomas "pored over Italian and Middle Eastern
cookbooks, in which vegetables were integrated in ways meat-and-potato Americans never
imagined." For the book's sequel, she travelled widely and wrote first-hand about dishes
from throughout Europe, the Middle East, Mexico and more.
Thomas's influence extended not just to virtually every vegetarian restaurant of the time,
but to the spate of vegetarian cookbooks that followed. "For a short period, vegetarians
were the culinary avant-garde, evidence that Americans — particularly white Americans —
were emerging from an era of dominant-culture assimilation into a multicultural one,"
Kauffman writes.
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I thought about Kauffman's take, and Thomas's influence, when I paged through yet
another book, Rebecca Seal's "Lisbon: Recipes From the Heart of Portugal," looking for
ideas for something different to satisfy me this cold winter. I hit on a recipe for Watercress
Soup, a Portuguese staple that adds the green to a simple base of pureed potato, carrot and
sometimes turnip.
4 to 6 servings (makes about 8 cups), Healthy
This simple but lively soup can get enriched with a little butter, but to make it vegan you
can omit it, or use olive oil instead.
Serve with crusty bread.
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 yellow or white onion, chopped
One 14-ounce potato, peeled and cut into ½ -inch dice
2 medium carrots, scrubbed well and cut into ½ -inch dice
4 cloves garlic, crushed
5½ cups no-salt-added vegetable broth, heated
1 teaspoon sea salt, or more as needed
¼ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper, or more as needed
5 ounces fresh watercress
2 tablespoons unsalted butter (optional; may substitute extra-virgin olive oil)
Steps
Pour the oil into a large saucepan over medium heat. Once the oil shimmers, add the
onion, potato and carrots. Cook, stirring often, until the onion starts to soften, 5 minutes.
Add the crushed garlic and cook, stirring, for 1 minute.
Add the hot broth, salt and pepper. Once the liquid starts to bubble, reduce the heat to
medium-low, cover and cook until the vegetables are tender, 30 minutes.
While the soup is cooking, rinse the watercress and remove any large or tough stems.
Reserve 4 to 6 whole sprigs to garnish the soup, then coarsely chop the rest of the
watercress.
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Once the soup vegetables are tender, remove the saucepan from the heat. Use an
immersion (hand-held/stick) blender to puree the soup until smooth. (Alternatively, you
can use a jug blender, working in batches if necessary to avoid filling more than halfway, to
prevent splatters.) Add the butter, if using, stirring until it has melted. Taste, and add more
salt and/or pepper, as needed.
Return the soup to medium heat and bring to a very gentle bubble, then add the chopped
watercress. Cook just until the watercress wilts, a minute or two, then divide among
serving bowls, garnishing each with a reserved sprig of watercress. Serve hot.
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From Valerie
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News from WCNA land
With our winter slowly approaching its end and Spring just around the corner, we are all
looking forward to the warmer weather and the camping season to begin.
We had some lovely rain and it was beautiful to see the dams filling up and life is restored
in nature. We do however need more rain and we are still under strict restrictions but are
very thankful for what we have received.
Not much is happening in the winter months and this year we didn’t have our Xmas in July
event due to cold weather and the distance to travel to Bare Necessities. We looked at
alternative venues for the event, but unfortunately couldn’t find anything that will suit our
needs.
In the absence of reporting on our activities I have asked one of our members who with
friends and the family went over to Croatia and spend some time at Valalta Naturist Resort
to share some of their experiences with us:
“A WCNA couple and family of 4 (teens aged 14 & 17) headed for a Valalta Holiday in
Croatia, during the June School holidays. This was the teenagers’ first visit to Valalta, they
were so excited and could not wait to get to the swimming pool, waterslide and seaside.
We hired a car and travelled for about 4 hours from Venice Airport to the Valalta
Resort. The scenery was beautiful and we even saw some snow on the Alps in a
distance.
We managed to go for a swim and get a bit of sun that same day. We were so tired from
our previous day walkabout in Venice, that some of us fell asleep for a moment on the very
comfortable deck chairs.
The next two days we were glued to the side of the pool just to get our tans started from
09:00 - 18:00. There were quite a number of guests in the resort already and the holiday
programme was in full swing. Aqua aerobics and waterpolo happened every morning and
then lots of time to sit IN the pool at the bar enjoying a local beer. This was the highlight
for us all every time we visited the pool area.
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My daughter was a bit shy to tan naked but she joined us in the pool just about every
time. She thoroughly enjoyed the resort. We walked next to the seaside, took a cycle tour
to see the view on higher areas, my son played putt-putt just about every day, we had
guests watching from the restaurant cheering at us. My son's new mission here was to get
a hole in one on each hole. The sports equipment was in good condition.
The Avala Restaurant was superb, our shared flat was modern, neat, clean and well
equipped for our 2 week’s stay. Regular cleaning was done throughout our stay. We
could buy a few fresh items at their grocery shop, but it was much cheaper in the town,
Rovinj, about 6km away from the resort. Lots of people used their bikes to go to town.
Rovinj is a beautiful, quant town, with lots of interesting shops and public beaches. We
visited some beaches which had a naked area as well. At one of the beaches there were
Salsa lessons for free to anyone passing by, music playing and a cash bar
available. There was a Salsa festival at the town's harbour which you can join in and
dance along with an amazing sunset.
We visited a few medieval towns, Motovun and Grožnjan about an hour's drive away from
the resort. There we tasted the truffle (underground mushrooms) and olive oils. The towns
are still lived in and host many music and art festivals.

The Istralandia Aquapark had fabulous slides and pools. The adults became children
again having fun on the slides.
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From Valalta we were able to take a naked boat ride, but this particular day, it was a bit too
cold to be naked but the crowd were cheerful with music and singing together. Our
weather was very hot the first week and then we had some overcast days after that with
rain at times. We managed to have a well-established tan by the time we left.
The teenagers both agreed they will visit Valalta again, which made us happy that we were
able to give them the opportunity to experience the European naturism. Valalta has the
capacity for 7000 people. To see so many people in naturism made the teenagers even
more comfortable about the idea.
There is still so much more to see in Croatia, we will definitely visit Valalta again in the
future when the kids are all grown up. It was a fabulous holiday with great company. You
have to treat yourself to this type of holiday at least once in your life.
Valalta celebrated their 50th anniversary while we were there. They had dancing, games
and BBQ evenings. This is truly a very well managed Naturist resort. Can't wait for our
next time....”
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Sounds great doesn’t it! And it is also nice to see that WCNA was advertised that side with
the headgear.
The GNA Big Bash is around the corner and we are sooo looking forward to it. This year
we have enough members going up to fill one coach! This must definitely be a first for
South Africa and hopefully with time we can fill a whole train.
Planned events for the coming season are as follow:
Train trip & GNA Bash :20 – 25 Sept 2018
Eco Camp Greyton: 26- 28 Oct 2018
Altyd Water (AGM & International Naturist Day) 30 Nov - 2 Dec 2018
Olive Glen New Year’s Camp 28 Dec ‘18 – 2 Jan ’19 Venue to be confirmed
Badensfontein 25-27 January 2019 Venue is reserved
Eco Camp Greyton 1-3 March 2019
Altyd Water 29-31 March 2019
Bare Necessities 26 -28 April 2019
Till next time - Enjoy life to the fullest, be happy, be kind and be nude!
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Women’s Day 09 August 2018 – by Frans

For those of us young enough to remember the TV Show, The Golden Girls, will find it
hard to forget Sophia Petrillo's (in)famous statement: "Picture it: Sicily, 1922..."
And perhaps this is a very apt way to start this recollection of women’s day this year – with
Blanche Devereaux, Rose Nylund, Dorothy Zbornak and Sophia Petrillo successfully (and
comically) managing to negotiate all that life throws at them. This is, after all, a celebration
of life and of the life-givers who form such an important part of our daily lives, and society.
So let us go back to the run-up of the preparations to women’s day this year.
“Picture it: Monument Park, 28 July 2018…”
“Don’t worry girls, we’ve got this” was the way this scouting mission started. Phone calls,
arrangements, packing of meat and drinks – everything flying around, organised, fixed.
Pretty much every word you want to throw at setting up a well-organised and successful
meeting with Skilpad Inn for that Saturday, could have been used.
So we all arrive, 2 filled vehicles and another on the way at the gate of Skilpad. And we
are met with… nothing.
A very surprised Yvette opens the gate for us, utterly confused by the appearance of
guests who are 2 weeks early.
And this is where we need to revisit the opening statement of “Don’t worry girls, we’ve got
this”.
Turns out, walking into an elevator and making arrangements while the guy on the other
side of the phone is also busy with something else, is not conducive to proper
arrangements.
Also turns out, we also need the ladies more than we would like to believe.
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Anyhow, enough of the pre-amble. Yvette recovered like a champ, and a bunch of naked
people took over her house for the majority of the remaining day, and part of the night. As
all of you can attest, who attended, we did manage to pull together a planning meeting that
day…
So now we fast forward to the actual day itself.
“Picture it: Monument Park, 09 August 2018… Visions of lush green grass, an inviting
pool, naked couples sitting on blankets amongst the trees. Laughter fills the air, men clad
only in ties, run around, filling glasses, making small talk. The ladies lounge back, resting
their heads on their brightly coloured picnic baskets, smiling softly up at the cloudless sky.
The first real naturist excursion after the cold of winter, they are feeling the warmth of the
sun, the wine and their worshippers adoration. The smell of woodsmoke fills the air, while
the well-(un)dressed butlers prepare the meals for their ladies… Nothing like a Braai-Nic
(Braai Picnic) to make you feel special.”
Sounds nice?
Sadly, Mother Nature, decided to pull a fast one on us that day!
In true naturist spirit, Yvette and Harry rallied their gas heaters, helped with the fires and
arranged an inside party, where it was nice and cosy and definitely warmer!
So the men were well-(un)dressed, looking smart in their ties (you have to give us that,
nothing else seemed to be going our way) while flitting around pouring drinks and braaiing
meat (we tried, ok).
While we aren’t sure if the spoils were exactly up to the standards we had planned and
had envisioned in our mind’s eye, we do know that there was laughter, filling of glasses,
warmth from the fire and heaters.
So mission half accomplished!
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We even had a few poor souls preparing for the upcoming 1st September Skinny Dip at
Sun Eden. While we fell short of the 188 bodies in the pool (never more than 3), we did
give it our all!
A certain satisfaction can be derived from the first naturist event after the frosted winter
months, and although it was a cold and windy day, the companionship and resilience of
the most amazing lifestyle on earth carried the day.
And hopefully the ladies were spoiled and felt appreciated as the centre of life, they truly
are.
If not, then perhaps, the best way to end this recollection is with another quote to take to
heart, when all else fails and the men in your life drive you crazy: “My name is Sophia
Petrillo and my idea of a good psychiatrist is a bartender who pours without a spout.”
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Homemade Bounty Bars with just 3 ingredients
(and no baking)!
400 g milk chocolate
3 cups shredded coconut
1 cup condensed milk
Mix the coconut and condensed milk together and shape into
bars.
Place in the freezer for about 15-20 mins.
Melt chocolate and cool slightly.
Dip the coconut bars in the melted chocolate to cover them.
Place on a lightly greased tray in the fridge to set. ENJOY!
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Tsendze 2018
One of the highlights on the Naturist Calender for the year was the weeklong excursion to
the Kruger National Park that happened during the first week of August. Naturists booked
the entire Tsendze Rustic camp for a whole week. More than forty couples camped for
longer or shorter periods during the week. On the Thursday night there were 37 couples,
the highest number for the week.
Tzendze is a rustic camp with only 40 camping sites and ablution facilities. It is situated on
the Tsendze river and is well-known to all birding enthusiasts for it’s resident owls. It is the
ideal venue for a naturist outing as we had it all to ourselves without the risk of possibly
running into a bunch of horrified textiles. During the days we did a lot of individual game
driving like anybody else, but back in the camp it was off with the clothes and back to
nature as it was intended all along. We had nice warm weather for most of the time and
when it became a little chilly later in the evening we were cozy around the braai fires.
This is certainly what naturism is all about, unadulterated nature and we as naturists able
to experience it and to enjoy it with all our senses. Everyone who was there was so
excited by the experience that they have decided then and there, next year we do it again.
All thanks goes to Fanus and Andrea who did a magnificant job of organizing everything
and to Maarten and Chris and Koos and Ilze who assisted them. If you want to be part of
the group next year, contact Andrea as soon as possible at Andrea@Buildnow.co.za

Dishwashing..... what a pleasure!

The ultimate braai
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GERMAN POTATO PANCAKES
2 1/4 cups coarsely shredded peeled potatoes
1/2 cup sliced green onions
1/3 cup flour
1 egg
1/2 tsp. salt
Pinch of pepper
Combine all ingredients. Heat 2 Tbsp. oil in a hot skillet.
Pour batter (1/4 cup at a time) into the oil. Spread to flatten. Fry on one side, then flip to fry on
second side.
As a variation, you may add less onion and add some chopped apple instead.
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How Women Really Feel About Getting Naked In 2018
We should know—we polled thousands of them.
By Korin Miller
Aug 1, 2018

SYLVÈ COLLESS
Your body is just one part of what makes you, well, you. And even though people are
finally starting to embrace cellulite, stretch marks, and other "flaws" that make us unique,
most women still have a pretty complex relationship with how they look.
As part of Women's Health's "Naked Truth" issue, WH polled more than 4,400 American
women—as well as thousands more people around the world—about everything relating to
body image, from how women felt about their naked bodies to where and when they feel
the most confident. And your answers were really surprising:
Many women embrace their beauty…
There’s been a big push in recent years for change the concept of beauty from a narrow,
one-dimensional viewpoint to something more all-encompassing—and it seems to be
working. More than 66 percent of people polled say they think they’re beautiful.
(Hopefully one day we can get that to 100 percent.)
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64 percent of people reported feeling most confident right after a workout. Talk about
#WHStrong!
…But they still aren’t totally cool with their bodies
When asked if there is a part of their bodies that they'd like to improve, 57 percent of
readers said they want to improve how their butt, legs, arms, AND stomach looks.
Only about 1 percent said that they don’t want to improve the way their body looks.
A decent amount of people love to be nude at home (yas!)
For some, hanging out at home in your birthday suit is a no-brainer. For others, it just
doesn’t happen. WH readers were pretty split on this one: 48 percent of readers said
they walk around the house naked, while 52 percent said they don't.
Most women want to lose weight
A whopping 84 percent of respondents said they want to lose weight, while just 16
percent said they’re okay with the way they are. Most people who said they weren't at their
ideal weight said that they wanted to lose six to 10 pounds.
Good news: 44 percent of women said they're more confident about their bodies now than
last year.
The gym is overwhelmingly a confidence-booster
When do you feel most confident? For 64 percent of you, confidence happens right
after breaking a sweat. 💪 And 41 percent of you reported feeling "most proud" of your
bodies when you crush a workout at the gym. Yassss!
For 49 percent of people, "you look fit" is the ideal compliment. Because strong skinny,
right?
Age matters
Here’s something to look forward to: 44 percent of readers said they feel more
confident about their bodies now than they did one year ago. The most commonly
cited reason why? “I made a change in my health habits and am in a better place.”
Despite everything, most women said they feel pretty good about their bodies
Despite how most people felt about their weight or certain parts of their bodies, at the end
of the day, 66 percent of women said they’re either accepting or happy-ish about
their bodies.
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It’s pretty clear that we still have a way to go towards total body positivity—but this year's
Naked Truth Survey shows that women have made a lot of really amazing progress
towards loving themselves.
These survey results also appear in the September issue of Women's Health.
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You can further encourage them by telling them that they will find that they have much
more peace because they will no longer be busy looking for approval from others. They
will also find that other children will be drawn to them since they will want that same selfacceptance and peace. Self-acceptance is one of those critical building blocks of a
victorious life.
And to crown it off, they will do better at school in both academics and in sport just simply
because they have realized who they are and they then do not have to fret over things like
their own identity and acceptance by others. They will be free to fail and try again until
they gain the victory in whatever they compete in.
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It is now legal to breastfeed in public in all 50 states.
Just now. In 2018.
•

by Annie Reneau

Idaho and Utah recently joined the party, meaning that
parents in every state can legally breastfeed in public.
Over the years, stories of people who have been asked to leave restaurants or other public
places because someone complained about the way they fed their babies have made
headlines, prompting outcry from advocates and providing fodder for debate among the
masses.
Prior to states passing laws, there was little recourse for parents in such incidents. In fact,
breastfeeders could be cited and fined for public indecency if a law enforcement officer
responded to a complaint in some situations.

Photo by Ezequiel Becerra/Getty Images.

These laws were not passed without controversy — in fact,
Utah's almost didn't make it past committee.
Utah's Breastfeeding Protection Act passed the House Business and Labor Committee by
the narrowest of margins in February, with a 6-5 vote in favor. Sponsored by Rep. Justin
Fawson, the bill states that breastfeeding is legal "in any place of public accommodation."
The original bill also clarified that it didn't matter whether the breast was covered or
uncovered.
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"I don't feel like we should ever relegate a mom to a restroom to breastfeed their child,"
Fawson told the local news. "That's a big reason why I'm running the bill. I'm seeking to
further normalize Others lawmakers took issue with it, however. Rep. R. Curt Webb, one of
the five who voted against the measure, expressed concerns about modesty. “But this
seems to say you don't have to cover up at all," he said. "[I'm] not comfortable with that at
all, I'm just not. It's really in your face.”
When language about the breast being uncovered was removed from the bill, it passed in
the Utah House of Representatives 66-5.

Breastfeeding parents have worked hard to get these
laws passed through legislatures largely dominated by
cisgender men.
One issue that has long affected the legality of breastfeeding in public is the fact that
legislatures have long been dominated by people who don't give birth or breastfeed. Even
in 2018, only a quarter of state legislators are women — a percentage that has barely
changed in the past 20 years. In fact, Utah's House Business and Labor Committee (the
one who narrowly passed the Breastfeeding Protection Act to send it to the House floor) is
made up of 11 men and one woman.
It's not that cis men can't pass laws that benefit cis women and folks of other genders who
give birth — but when your whole gender historically hasn't done any breastfeeding, you
may be less likely to sympathize with the needs of those who have and still do. Hence the
need for decades of appealing to legislators, staging "nurse-ins," and other acts of civic
engagement being performed by breastfeeding advocates to provide legal protections to
nursing parents and babies.

Eligia Spinosa breastfeeds her 2-month-old son outside New York's City Hall during a rally to
support breastfeeding in public in 2014. Photo by Andrew Burton/Getty Images.
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After all, these laws are only necessary because too many
people see breastfeeding as something sexual or perverse.
Far too many people conflate feeding a baby with immodesty or exhibitionism. And while
there's a lot that can be discussed about breastfeeding in public — you can read
responses to common complaints about it here — there are a few points that must be
reiterated over and over until the general public internalizes them:
•

•

•

There's nothing sexual about breastfeeding. Breasts are biologically designed
for feeding babies. Yes, they have a sexual function, too — but so do mouths, and
no one complains that people eat with their mouths in public. Two totally different
functions that can, and should, be wholly differentiated.
If you really don't want to see someone breastfeeding, don't watch. Moving
one's eyes a few millimeters in one direction is a whole lot easier than keeping a
cover over a squirmy breastfeeding baby, and far more desirable than banishing a
parent and baby away from people to eat.
Breastfeeding parents already have enough on their plate. Having a baby is
hard. Let's give parents some grace and applaud them for keeping their tiny
humans alive in whatever way they deem best — without forcing them to sit on
public toilets to do it.
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Old Fashioned Banana Pudding
Ingredients:
1 cup sugar
1/2 cup all-purpose flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 cups milk (NOT skim)
4 or 5 ripe bananas, sliced thin
(cover with plastic wrap or sprinkle with lemon juice
to keep them from turning brown)
1 box vanilla wafers
1 teaspoon Vanilla extract
1 tablespoon Butter (not margarine)
4 Egg yolks (Large eggs or better)
Meringue:
4 egg whites, room temperature
5 tablespoons sugar
1/4 teaspoon cream of tartar
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
Instructions:
Preheat oven to 375°F. Line the bottom of a 9×9-inch pan with a layer of vanilla
wafers.
Combine sugar, flour and salt in a bowl, and mix well. Set aside.
In a heavy saucepan, beat the egg yolks well. Over medium heat, add the flour
mixture to the egg yolks, alternately with the milk and vanilla, stirring constantly.
Bring to a gentle boil and, when the mixture begins to thicken, add the butter,
continuing to stir. Keep boiling and stirring until mixture reaches a nice pudding
consistency. Make sure you don’t scorch the pudding. Remove from heat.
Place a layer of banana slices on top of the vanilla wafers. Pour half of the pudding
over the banana layer. Put down another layer of vanilla wafers, another layer of
banana slices, and cover with the remaining pudding.
Beat the egg whites at high speed until they form soft peaks. Add the cream of
tartar. At high speed, gradually add the sugar, a tablespoon at a time, and beat until
stiff peaks form. Fold the vanilla into the meringue, and spread the meringue over
the pudding, sealing it at the sides of the dish.
Bake until meringue browns, 12 to 15 minutes.
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Teaching Children to be Naturists
By Lood
I have noticed that the children of many naturists are reluctant to shed their clothes in
naturist places. They may need some teaching in this area. You as parents, taught your
children many things of life and about life, like walking, talking, riding a bicycle, swimming,
etc.
Why would naturism be different? Like most things in life, you need to guide them. They
may be OK at home when it is just them and yourself because they are in a ‘safe’ zone.
Seeing adults naked is also something that they may be OK with but it does not actually
mean they understand it!
What I am telling you may sound very obvious but you need to consider their reference
points. Firstly, very few, if any of their friends are allowed to be naked at home since they
most likely do not have naturist parents. They therefore do not have many other naked
children they can relate to.
And secondly, they will therefore naturally be comparing their own development with the
adults around them. They simply do not understand that they are actually on a journey of
developing and growing into adults. Girls may feel inadequate, ashamed or scared
because they do not have breasts like their mother or other adult women and similarly
boys will feel ashamed of their genitals because it is so small.
Sometimes it is necessary to, as the saying goes, ‘spell out’ certain things in order to give
clarity and understanding. This means that you have to explain and reassure them that
they are still young and that they will grow and develop and become adults too. I would
like to suggest that a typical conversation scenario will go like this:
“My boy or/and my girl, I have noticed you are not comfortable being naked in front of
others. I need to explain it to you that you are still young and your body is completely,
perfectly normal. You do not have to be ashamed of your body. You do not have to be
afraid that people will think that you are abnormal. As you grow older, you will develop
until you are an adult too. Be brave, be bold, be a hero and take your clothes off. You will
enjoy it so much!”
Get them to sleep without pj’s and encourage them to get rid of their clothes at home and
when they are playing or doing things around the house. If you have a pool, encourage
them to swim naked and to go naked at other appropriate opportunities like naturist
resorts. As soon as they realize that they are normal and they gain that victory of
accepting themselves, some other amazing things will happen. They will suddenly start to
like themselves as well. This is a very good thing since one of the commandments in the
Bible is that we must love ourselves. And you will never be able to love yourselves until
you like yourself!
As soon as they get naked under situations like these described above, you can tell them
that they have become a ‘hero’ because they overcame their biggest enemy, namely
themselves! This is very, very important to gain this victory, maybe the most important
victory in their life!
You can further encourage them by telling them that they will find that they have much
more peace because they will no longer be busy looking for approval from others. They
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will also find that other children will be drawn to them since they will want that same selfacceptance and peace. Self-acceptance is one of those critical building blocks of a
victorious life.
And to crown it off, they will do better at school in both academics and in sport just simply
because they have realized who they are and they then do not have to fret over things like
their own identity and acceptance by others. They will be free to fail and try again until
they gain the victory in whatever they compete in.
If you have enjoyed the article or have any comments, please contact me on my e-mail
address: lood.krynauw@vodamail.co.za
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GNA BIG BASH 2018 FINAL PROGRAM
Friday, 21st September at 19h30: Karaoki in the SE Pub – DJs will be Jan and Sonja
Saturday, 22nd September at 10h00: Colour Fun Walk to 8 houses at SunEden
Saturday, 22nd September at 12h30: German Sausage and Sauerkraut with rolls and
garnish at Sheila’s Restaurant – free for SANNA/GNA Members – non-members to
pay R50 per person to GNA.
Saturday, 22nd September from 14h00 until 18h00: Entertainment around the Pool by
Jan and Sonja. Win and Spin by Rudi and Christa
Saturday, 22nd September from 19h30: Beerfest/Disco in the Boma – DJ will be
Fanus.
Sunday, 23rd September from 10h00 until 18h00: Entertainment around the pool by
Jan and Sonja, Spin and Win by Rudi and Christa. Sports Competitions including
Petangue (boulle), Water Volleyball, Tug-Of-War etc
Sunday, 23rd September from 18h00: Street Braai (Bring and Braai) in the Caravan
Park. Braais, firewood and Free Pap en Sous supplied by GNA for SANNA members
and non-members – First Come – First Served!
Monday, 24th September from 10h00: Treasurer Hunt then Relax around the Pool –
no more entertainment. SANNA Meeting from 10h00 to 13h00.
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